
known distance (125 pc), and temperature (16 K), Barnard 68 has a
physical radius of 12,500 AU, a mass of 2.1 solar masses, and a
pressure at its boundary of P � 2:5 3 10 2 12 Pa. This surface pres-
sure is an order of magnitude higher than that of the general
interstellar medium22 but it is in rough agreement with the pressure
inferred for the Loop I superbubble from X-ray observations with
the ROSAT satellite13. The close correspondence of the observed
extinction pro®le with that predicted for a Bonnor±Ebert sphere
strongly suggests that Barnard 68 is indeed an isothermal, pressure-
con®ned and self-gravitating cloud. It is also likely to be in a state
near hydrostatic equilibrium with thermal pressure primarily
supporting the cloud against gravitational contraction.

For Barnard 68, ymax is very near and slightly in excess of the
critical radial parameter and the cloud may be only marginally
stable and on the verge of collapse. However, in the likely case that
the cloud contains a static magnetic ®eld23±25, the additional internal
magnetic pressure can act to stabilize it at a density contrast slightly
higher than that predicted by the Bonnor±Ebert theory. Never-
theless, inevitable physical processes, such as cloud cooling, the
natural reduction of internal magnetic ¯ux by ambipolar
diffusion26,27, as well as any increase in external pressure, will readily
destabilize the Barnard 68 cloud and result in the formation of a
low-mass star, similar to the Sun.

Finally, we suggest that Barnard 68, and its neighbouring globules
B69, B70 and B72 may be the precursor of an isolated and sparsely
populated association of young low-mass stars similar to the
recently identi®ed TW Hydra28 association. The TW Hydra associa-
tion is a stellar group near the solar system consisting of a handful of
young low-mass, Sun-like stars. The existence of such a young stellar
group presents an interesting problem to astronomers because its
origin is dif®cult to explain given its youth and relatively large
distance from known sites of star formation. Bok globules such as
those in the Barnard 68 group are thought to be remnant dense
cores produced as a result of the interaction of massive O stars and
molecular clouds29. Over their short lifetimes such massive stars,
through ionization, stellar winds and ultimately supernova explo-
sions, very effectively disrupt the molecular clouds from which they
formed. In the process large shells of expanding gas are created.
When surrounding clouds are disrupted by the passage of these
shells, a few of their most resilient dense cores will be left behind,
embedded within the shell's hot interior. Remnant cores with just
the right mass can establish pressure equilibrium with the hot gas
within the shell and survive to become Bok globules. Eventually, as a
result of the processes described above, these clouds will evolve to
form low-mass, Sun-like stars which are relatively isolated and far
from the original birthplace of the O stars. Up to 35% of all Bok
globules contain newly formed stars30 and thus it is likely that our
observations of the starless Barnard 68 cloud provide the ®rst
detailed description of the initial conditions which exist before
the collapse of dark globules and the formation of isolated, low-
mass stars. M
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One of the most far-reaching problems in condensed-matter
physics is to understand how interactions between electrons,
and the resulting correlations, affect the electronic properties of
disordered two-dimensional systems. Extensive experimental1±6

and theoretical7±11 studies have shown that interaction effects
are enhanced by disorder, and that this generally results in a
depletion of the density of electronic states. In the limit of strong
disorder, this depletion takes the form of a complete gap12,13 in the
density of states. It is known that this `Coulomb gap' can turn a
pure metal ®lm that is highly disordered into a poorly conducting
insulator14, but the properties of these insulators are not well
understood. Here we investigate the electronic properties of
disordered beryllium ®lms, with the aim of disentangling the
effects of the Coulomb gap and the underlying disorder. We show
that the gap is suppressed by a magnetic ®eld and that this drives
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the strongly insulating beryllium ®lms into a low-temperature
`quantum metal' phase with resistance near the quantum resis-
tance RQ = h/e2, where h is Planck's constant and e is the electron
charge.

The theory of interaction effects in disordered electronic
systems has for the most part been developed for two extreme
limits. In the two-dimensional (2D) weak disorder limit in which
the ®lm resistance R is much less than RQ = 26 kQ, electron±electron
(e±e) interactions produce an anomalous logarithmic suppression
of the density of states (DOS) at the Fermi energy9,15,16. These
interactions also, along with coherent backscattering4,7, produce a
weak logarithmic increase in R with decreasing temperature, which
is commonly referred to as weak localization. We will refer to metal
®lms in this limit as being `weakly metallic' because the observed
increases in R with decreasing temperature are typically of the order
of a few per cent. In the opposite limit, that is, the strongly
insulating regime, the e±e interactions grow rapidly and ultimately
produce the Coulomb gap in the DOS12. The 2D gap spectrum is
predicted to be linear in energy12, and, in contrast to the weak
localization regime, it completely dominates the transport beha-
viour of the system and can produce many orders of magnitude
increases in R with decreasing temperature.

We chose to fabricate our metal ®lms using beryllium, because it
is known to form a smooth, dense, non-granular morphology when
thermally evaporated onto glass17. This morphology is crucial in
that it ensures that the measured resistance is representative of e±e
correlation effects and not grain charging effects. In the present
study we used ®lms with thicknesses of ,1.7 nm and corresponding
low-temperature sheet resistances in the range 3RQ±5RQ. They were
deposited by thermally evaporating 99.5% pure beryllium metal
onto ®re-polished glass substrates held at 84 K. The evaporations
were performed in a 4 ´ 10-7 torr vacuum at a rate of ,0.15 nm s-1.
The ®lm area was 1.5 mm ´ 4.5 mm. The tunnel junctions were
formed by exposing the ®lms to the atmosphere for 0.1±3 h in
order to form a native oxide. Then a 20-nm-thick Ag counter-
electrode was deposited directly on top of the ®lm, with the oxide
serving as the tunnel barrier; the junction area was 0.7 mm ´
0.7 mm. The resistance of all of the samples discussed below was
high enough to suppress completely the superconducting phase.
The ®lm resistances were measured using a standard four-probe a.c.
current±voltage (I±V) technique, and the tunnelling conductances
were measured using a d.c. technique. Magnetoresistance (MR)
measurements were made with the magnetic ®eld oriented perpen-
dicular to the ®lm surface.

In Fig. 1 we plot the temperature dependence of the ®lm
resistance (normalized by RQ) for two critically disordered samples;

the resistance of each ®lm was measured in zero ®eld and in a ®eld of
8.4 T. The zero-®eld data are strongly insulating, but the high-®eld
data appear to be more metallic in character: the magnetic ®eld is
producing a signi®cant suppression of the insulating phase. This is
also evident in Fig. 2, where we show the low-temperature MR of
the ®lms. We note that the low-®eld MR is positive, but above 1 T
the MR becomes strongly negative. Similar behaviour has recently
been reported in much higher-resistance Be ®lms, R < 100RQ,
which obeyed the Efros±Shklovskii hopping law12,14,18, R = (RQ/
2)exp(To/T)1/2, where To is the correlation energy and T is the
temperature. These extremely insulating ®lms exhibited a small,
positive MR at low ®eld, followed by a tenfold negative MR with no
signs of saturation up to ,9 T. The negative MR was well
described by a 1/R ~ H dependence18 (where H is the magnetic
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®eld intensity) which was shown to arise from a ®eld suppression of
the correlation energy To, suggesting that the Coulomb gap itself is
®eld-dependent. The overall structure of the data in Fig. 2 is
consistent with the MR behaviour of the highly insulating ®lms of
ref. 18, with the notable exception of the saturation of the MR to the
quantum resistance.

The saturation behaviour in Fig. 2 suggests that the ®lm resistance
can be written as the sum of two terms:

R � Ree � bRQ �1�

where Ree is a ®eld-dependent correlation resistance and the second
term is a ®eld-independent background. The constant b is only
weakly temperature-dependent, and is of order unity. If we take
b = 0.85 and subtract the background resistance from the MR data,
then we ®nd that 1/Ree ~ H, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2. This is
precisely the ®eld dependence reported in the R < 100RQ Be ®lms of
ref. 18, suggesting that the negative MR of those ®lms would have
also saturated to the quantum resistance at H < 100 T. Indeed, a
compelling interpretation of the data in Figs 1 and 2 is that the ®eld
drives the system out of an insulating phase, which is dominated by
Ree into a weakly metallic phase at a universal quantum resistance.
We have termed this high-®eld phase a `quantum metal' by virtue of
its extremely weak temperature dependence and the fact that its
resistance is near the quantum resistance RQ. In terms of the MR
measurements of ®lms of ref. 18, the quantum metal phase would
have been reached at a ®eld high enough to drive To to zero.

The correlation resistance Ree and its ®eld dependence manifest
the physical processes that are also associated with the emergence of
the Coulomb gap. In Fig. 3 we plot the tunnelling conductance as a

function of bias voltage at several ®eld values for both samples. At
low temperatures, the tunnelling conductance is proportional to the
electronic DOS of the ®lms19 with V = 0 corresponding to the Fermi
energy. We note that the zero-®eld curves in Fig. 3 show an almost
complete depletion of states in the vicinity of V = 0. This is
consistent with the linear Coulomb gap spectra reported in studies
of much higher-resistance Be ®lms in ref. 14. The most interesting
aspect of Fig. 3, however, is that the application of ®eld causes a
signi®cant increase in the number of states near the Fermi energy20

with a corresponding decrease in ®lm resistance.
We believe that the ®eld dependence of the DOS spectrum is

re¯ected in the ®eld dependence of Ree and that Ree ! 0 in the limit
of H !`. The quantum resistance emerges once the gap is lifted by
the ®eld. We point out here that the saturation of the MR in Fig. 2 is
not re¯ected in the DOS ®eld dependence. In Fig. 4 we plot the
relative tunnelling conductance at zero bias (that is, the Fermi
energy) as a function of ®eld. These data clearly show that the
number of excess states is proportional to the ®eld with no sign of
saturation up to 9 T, though the MR does saturate in this ®eld range.

The low-temperature magnetotransport characteristics of the Be
®lms are most effectively summarized using the schematic phase
diagram in Fig. 5. The x axis measures the amount of disorder,
which we parametrize as 1/t where t is the ®lm thickness. The y axis
is the applied magnetic ®eld. In the limit of 1/t ! 0 the ®lms are
three-dimensional (3D) and have ®nite resistance at zero tempera-
ture. As the thickness is lowered, however, the 3D to 2D threshold is
crossed, and the ®lms become weakly metallic with a perturbative
logarithmic increase in resistance with decreasing temperature and
a perturbative logarithmic suppression of the DOS near the Fermi
energy. We note that Be also has a locally enhanced superconducting
phase in the weakly metallic regime, shown in blue in Fig. 5 (The
bulk superconducting transition temperature of Be is Tc = 26 mK:
at t < 5 nm, the ®lm resistance is R < 0.1 kQ and Tc < 0.6 K; at
t < 1.8 nm, R < 10 kQ and Tc < 0). As the ®lm thickness is further
decreased in zero ®eld the resistance increases. When R < RQ the
depletion of states near the Fermi energy grows exponentially14 with
increasing R, signalling the emergence of the Coulomb gap. This
crossover is depicted by the green-yellow hatched boundary
between the weakly and strongly correlated regions in the diagram.
Further decreases in thickness at zero ®eld result in ®lms with
R q RQ. These ®lms are correlated insulators, shown in red, and are
characterized by a well de®ned Coulomb gap and Efros±Shklovskii
hopping transport. The further one moves to the right in the
correlated insulator region of the diagram the greater the correla-
tion energy To becomes, until one eventually reaches the percolation
threshold of the ®lm, at which point it is no longer electrically
continuous. This occurs at t < 1 nm in Be ®lms. We have shown that
the application of a magnetic ®eld lifts the Coulomb gap, thereby
producing extremely large decreases in resistance at low tempera-
tures. As the diagram in Fig. 5 indicates, we believe that this process
eventually leads to a saturation in the resistance near RQ even for
®lms deep in the correlated insulator regime. This weakly tempera-
ture-dependent, high-®eld state is depicted in yellow and essentially
behaves as a weak metal. Thus the yellow region in Fig. 5 describes
®lms of varying disorder but with resistance near RQ. The almost
ideal morphological characteristics of Be ®lms, along with the fact
that Be is intrinsically non-magnetic, lead us to believe that the
general features of Fig. 5 are generic to high-density, disordered, 2D
electron gases. M
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Glass is a microscopically disordered, solid form of matter that
results when a ¯uid is cooled or compressed in such a manner that
it does not crystallize. Almost all types of materials are capable of
glass formation, including polymers, metal alloys and molten
salts. Given such diversity, general principles by which different
glass-forming materials can be systematically classi®ed are
invaluable. One such principle is the classi®cation of glass-
formers according to their fragility1. Fragility measures the
rapidity with which a liquid's properties (such as viscosity)
change as the glassy state is approached. Although the relation-
ship between the fragility, con®gurational entropy and features of
the energy landscape (the complicated dependence of energy on
con®guration) of a glass-former have been analysed previously2, a
detailed understanding of the origins of fragility is lacking. Here I
use simulations to analyse the relationship between fragility and
quantitative measures of the energy landscape for a model liquid
whose fragility depends on its bulk density. The results reveal that
fragility depends on changes in the vibrational properties of
individual energy minima in addition to their total number and
spread in energy. A thermodynamic expression for fragility is

derived, which is in quantitative agreement with kinetic fragilities
obtained from the liquid's diffusivity.

Glass-forming liquids grow increasingly viscous upon cooling, till
the viscosity becomes so large that they fail to ¯ow on experimental
timescales. While remaining microscopically disordered like a
liquid, they manifest mechanical properties of a solid; that is, they
transform to a glass. By convention, the glass transition temperature
Tg is where the viscosity reaches a value of 1012 Pa s. The approach to
this large viscosity, however, differs from one liquid to another.
When displayed in an Arrhenius plot of log(viscosity) versus inverse
temperature 1/T, some liquids (such as silica) show a steady, linear
increase, while others display a much steeper dependence on 1/T
(refs 1, 3), as illustrated in Fig. 1a (inset). The former are `strong'
liquids, and the latter, `fragile'. This range of behaviour is implicit in
the Vogel±Fulcher±Tammann±Hesse (VFT) form, observed to
describe the T dependence of viscosity (as well as diffusivity and
relaxation times) in many glass-formers. The VFT relation may be
written as:

h � h0 exp
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Figure 1 Fragility plot of diffusivities, and kinetic and thermodynamic fragility indices.

Results shown are obtained from molecular dynamics simulations of 204 A-type and 52

B-type particles interacting via the Lennard±Jones (LJ) potential. Argon units are used for

A-type particles: LJ parameter eAA � k B 3 119:8 K, jAA � 0:3405 3 102 9m,

mA � 6:6337 3 10 2 26 kg; and eAB=eAA � 1:5, eBB=eAA � 0:5, jAB=jAA � 0:8, and

jBB=jAA � 0:88, mB=mA � 1. Densities are reported in units of r0 � 2:53 3 1028 m2 3

or 1.678 g cm-3. The liquid±gas critical point is located roughly at T c � 130 K,

rc � 0:416r0. a, Diffusivities D from molecular dynamics simulations (details of the

simulations are as in ref. 10) are displayed in a `fragility plot' for ®ve densities. The

reference temperature Tr is chosen such that D�T r� � 2:44 3 10 2 8 cm2 s 2 1, which is

slightly below the lowest D values measured. The VFT extrapolation is used to locate Tr.

Fitting values D0 (preexponent) are in the range of 0.87 to 2:0 3 102 4 cm2 s 2 1, close to

the experimentally observed values. b, Fragility index K obtained (1) from VFT ®ts to

diffusivities D; and from the con®gurational entropy obtained (2) from thermodynamic

integration (TI), and (3) from analysis of the potential energy landscape (PEL). Dimen-

sionless thermodynamic fragility indices are obtained by dividing KTI
AG , KPEL

AG by NeAA.

Comparison with data in ref. 11 shows that at the low-density end, the fragility of the

model liquid compares with that of considerably fragile liquids such as toluene,

orthoterphenyl and salol, while at the high-density end, the fragility is extremely high.

Temperatures of vanishing diffusivity T0 from VFT ®ts are 18.76 K, 24.98 K, 35.97 K,

47.86 K and 75.75 K for r=r0 � 1:1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.25 and 1.35 respectively.
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